Kitchen Backsplash Ideas with White Cabinets: Best Ideas
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Backsplashes are an integral part of any kitchen design. Beyond their beauty, backsplashes play the
important role of protecting the wall space behind your countertops. In the kitchen, this means protecting
your walls from any spills or splatters that may occur when cooking. Whether you have a contemporary
kitchen or traditional kitchen, want a tile backsplash or a slab of stone, there will be an ideal backsplash
choice for you.

What Kitchen Backsplash Materials are Best for White Cabinets?
White cabinetry is fairly common in kitchens. Luckily for homeowners looking to pair a backsplash with
their cabinets, there are many suitable options for white cabinets. The following materials are some of the
best that you can choose when it comes to backsplash materials that pair well with white cabinetry.

Marble
A marble backsplash is an excellent choice to pair with your white cabinets. Whether you are looking for a
bright white marble to match or a darker marble to establish contrast, there are plenty of options you can
choose from. Marble countertops can truly be a focal point in any space they are installed in – and so can
marble backsplashes. This elegant natural stone is a top choice among homeowners looking to incorporate
natural beauty into their home. Although the stone will require some care, it is one of the most durable
choices for your home as well. If you are looking to create a beautiful kitchen, installing a marble slab
backsplash can help you do just that.
If you do not want a slab of marble, you can opt for a marble tile backsplash. While tiling is one of the most
common backsplash design ideas, keep in mind that you will have to deal with grout lines that you will not
have with a slab.

Granite
There are many great reasons that granite is such a popular choice for home remodels. From granite
countertops to backsplashes, kitchen island tops and more, this versatile natural stone looks great in any
kitchen, whether it is a modern kitchen or classic style. Since granite can be found in so many different
colors and styles, it will not be very difficult to find something that pairs well with your white cabinetry.
When it comes to backsplash design, you truly cannot go wrong with granite. The material is beautiful,
durable, and is resistant to staining, scratching and burning, among many other positive qualities.

Travertine
If you want to add feelings of light and life to your home, consider a travertine backsplash. This incredible
natural stone comes in a range of lighter colors, which make it a terrific option for a white kitchen. The long
streaks and consistent coloring of the stone attract many homeowners. Much like marble, selecting a
travertine slab will maximize the impact of the stone’s beauty. That said, you can also choose to install
travertine backsplash tile.

Glass
If you are looking for a backsplash that is more modern in style, a glass backsplash may be just what you are
looking for. In addition to the material’s beauty, glass is durable and resistant to scratches, heat and staining.
For the most visual impact, choose a glass slab backsplash. There is nothing quite like the appearance you
will receive.
On the other hand, if you have your heart set on tile, you will be able to find glass tile backsplashes as well.

Tile
From white tile to darker colored options, there are many tile ideas you will find when it comes to
backsplashes. You will be able to choose from different styles, such as subway tile, mosaic tile and more.
You can also select from different patterns, such as herringbone and chevron. One of the benefits you can
receive from tile is DIY installation.
Many homes feature traditional white subway tile backsplashes. White subway tile is a good fit for a white
color scheme in your kitchen but note that tile is more difficult to clean than a slab.

Stainless Steel
Lastly, if you are looking for more of a modern outside-the-box option to pair with your white kitchen
cabinets, stainless steel could appeal to you. If you have stainless steel appliances in your kitchen, choosing
a stainless steel backsplash can complete an incredible look.
The material does not come without its downsides, however. Some homeowners feel that stainless steel has a
‘cold’ look to it. The material is also prone to denting, scratching and other damages.
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What Types of Backsplashes Are There?

Your backsplash options are not only limited to material and style. There are two primary types of
backsplashes for the home: Standard or Full. Standard backsplashes start at the surface of your countertop
and cover 4 inches on the wall. Conversely, full backsplashes cover the area from the surface of your
countertop to the bottom of your upper cabinets, and in some cases can even extend up to the ceiling.

Standard
Full

Backsplash Characteristics: Standard vs. Full
Start at the surface of your countertop and run 4 inches up the wall
Start at the surface of your countertop and extend to the bottom of your upper cabinets (or
the ceiling)

The most difficult part of finding an ideal backsplash to pair with your white cabinets may be narrowing
down your options. From gorgeous and durable slabs of natural stone to mosaic tile backsplashes, there is
surely an option that will look great in your home. Reviewing this guide can help you along the way toward
choosing a great kitchen backsplash for your white cabinets.

